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Background: The DNA released into the bloodstream by malignant tumours¢ called circulating tumour DNA
(ctDNA), is often a small fraction of total cell-free DNA shed predominantly by hematopoietic cells and is
therefore challenging to detect. Understanding the biological properties of ctDNA is key to the investigation
of its clinical relevance as a non-invasive marker for cancer detection and monitoring.
Methods: We selected 40 plasma DNA samples of pancreatic cancer cases previously reported to carry a KRAS
mutation at the ‘hotspot’ codon 12 and re-screened the cell-free DNA using a 4-size amplicons strategy
(57 bp, 79 bp, 167 bp and 218 bp) combined with ultra-deep sequencing in order to investigate whether
amplicon lengths could impact on the capacity of detection of ctDNA, which in turn could provide inference
of ctDNA and non-malignant cell-free DNA size distribution.
Findings: Higher KRAS amplicon size (167 bp and 218 bp) was associated with lower detectable cell-free DNA
mutant allelic fractions (p < 0¢0001), with up to 4¢6-fold (95% CI: 2¢6�8¢1) difference on average when com-
paring the 218bp- and the 57bp-amplicons. The proportion of cases with detectable KRAS mutations was
also hampered with increased amplicon lengths, with only half of the cases having detectable ctDNA using
the 218 bp assay relative to those detected with amplicons less than 80 bp.
Interpretation: Tumour-derived mutations are carried by shorter cell-free DNA fragments than fragments of
wild-type allele. Targeting short amplicons increases the sensitivity of cell-free DNA assays for pancreatic can-
cer and should be taken into account for optimized assay design and for evaluating their clinical performance.
Funding: IARC; MH CZ � DRO; MH SK; exchange program between IARC and Sao Paulo medical Sciences;
French Cancer League.
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1. Introduction

One of the most promising areas in translational cancer research
is the potential clinical use of “liquid biopsy” as a reservoir of bio-
markers for cancer detection and monitoring [1]. Tumour-derived
mutations in circulating cell-free DNA fragments (cfDNA), called cir-
culating tumour DNA (ctDNA), have been identified in body fluids of
cancer patients at late and early stages but considerable challenges
remain before it could be used as clinical markers [2]. The technical
challenge is that ctDNA often represents a very small fraction of the
total cfDNA, the majority of which been suggested to originate from
hematopoietic cell death [3]. The development of next-generation
sequencing (NGS) and other genomic technologies have partially
overcome these technical limitations providing detection thresholds
of mutant allelic fraction (MAF) of ctDNA as low as 0¢01%. Neverthe-
less, research is required to better understand the biology of both
ctDNA and cfDNA to ease the detection of the ctDNA fraction. Current
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

Circulating tumour DNA (ctDNA) carries the genetic mutations
of the tumour cells they originate from. However, ctDNA frag-
ments are a small fraction of the total circulating cell-free DNA
fragments (cfDNA), making the mutations difficult to detect
and challenging the use of ctDNA as clinical markers. Current
knowledge of the biological properties and mechanisms of
release of cfDNA and ctDNA remains limited. Previous studies
reported a peak at 166 base pairs (bp) for cfDNA fragments,
with some evidence that ctDNA fragments are on average
shorter than fragments of non-tumour origin. This would fur-
ther complicate the detection of tumour-specific mutations in
cfDNA, as shorter fragments may be more challenging to
amplify and sequence. In pancreatic cancer patients, a broad
range of cfDNA fragment size was reported. Few months ago,
Liu et al. showed that an unconventional single-strand library
preparation associated with deep sequencing enhanced the
detection of the KRAS oncogenic hotspot mutation in plasma of
pancreatic patients.

Added value of this study

Here we tested 40 plasma samples of pancreatic cancer cases
previously reported to carry KRAS mutation at the ‘hotspot’
codon 12. We use a four-size amplicon strategy (57 bp, 79 bp,
167 bp, and 218 bp) to re-screen the cfDNA with ultra-deep
sequencing. We showed that the shorter the amplicon size, the
higher the mutant allelic fraction. As a result, the proportion of
cases with detectable KRAS mutations was multiplied by two
for amplicons shorter than 80pb as compared to 218pb.

Implications of all the available evidence

Our study brings further evidence that tumour-derived muta-
tions are predominantly carried by short and ultra-short cfDNA
fragments. Hence, the specific biological fragmentation charac-
teristics of ctDNA should be taken into account when perform-
ing liquid biopsies based assays. It is expected that enrichment
of short cfDNA mole- cules would increase the ability to detect
tumour-derived mutations in liquid biospsies, thus enhancing
the clinical performance of the assays.
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knowledge of the biological properties of cfDNA and ctDNA and the
mechanisms of their release remains limited. While apoptosis and
necrosis of cells have been implicated as possible sources of cfDNA in
body fluids [4], recent data from cultured cell lines indicate that
cfDNA could be actively secreted [5]. In the bloodstream, cfDNA exists
as either free or associated with extracellular vesicles such as exo-
somes and these structures may also contribute to the mechanisms
of release of DNA [6]. The size distribution of ctDNA and cfDNA may
therefore reflect their heterogeneous origins and related cellular
mechanisms involved in their release.

The detection of tumour-derived mutations in plasma samples
with qPCR assays gave the first indications of the potential existence of
shorter ctDNA than normal cfDNA [7,8]. Massively parallel sequencing
brought evidence that the distribution of cfDNA fragment lengths dis-
played a most prominent peak at 166 bp in hepatocellular carcinoma
patients, healthy subjects and HBV-carriers. However, cfDNA in HCC
patients with high tumour derived MAF appeared more fragmented
than in healthy individuals suggesting that ctDNA is shorter than non-
malignant cfDNA [9]. More recently, a study using human xenograft
models and human melanoma and lung cancer plasma samples con-
solidated these findings showing that mutant allele (ctDNA) occurred
more commonly at a shorter fragment length (134�144 bp) than the
fragment length of wild-type allele (165 bp) and that ctDNA was asso-
ciated with a strong 10 bp periodicity characteristic of nuclease-
cleaved nucleosome activity [10]. The authors also showed that the
size-selection for short cell-free DNA fragment increased the mutant
allele fraction of the EGFR T790M in human lung cancer cfDNA sam-
ples, suggesting that the experimental isolation of a specific subset of
fragment lengths may improve sensitivity of detection of ctDNA. It has
been also reported that in addition to short cfDNA fragments, blood
from cancer patients may also contain large cfDNA fragments
(>10 000 bp) that may originate from catastrophic events such as
necrosis [4]. Whether the size distribution of cfDNA is homogenous
among cancer patients or varies according to tissue of origin or other
physio-pathological states is unknown. However, there are indications
that cfDNA of cancer patients harbour particular nucleosome foot-
prints that could infer the tumour’s tissue of origin [3].

In patients with pancreatic cancer, various length measurements
of plasma cfDNA have been specifically observed [11]. In a recent
study, Liu and colleagues showed using a single-strand DNA library
preparation and deep sequencing that the ctDNA fragmentation pat-
tern was different between patients with advanced and early pancre-
atic cancers, the latter displaying more shortened ctDNA fragments
carrying the KRAS oncogenic highly prevalent mutations [12].

We recently conducted the largest case-control study investigat-
ing the utility of KRAS mutations in plasma cfDNA samples as non-
invasive biomarkers for the detection of pancreatic cancer, using a
short amplicon-based (79 bp) deep sequencing strategy combined
with analytical pipeline specifically designed for the detection of
low-abundance mutations [13]. We selected KRAS codon 12 mutated
cases to assess whether MAFs detected by amplicon-based deep
sequencing depend on amplicon length due to differences in biologi-
cal release or processing of normal cfDNA and ctDNA in pancreatic
cancer, which in turn may affect the performance of ctDNA detection
as suggested by Liu et al. [12].

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study population and sample selection

In a multi-centre case-control study [14,15], we previously
applied a KRAS amplicon-based deep sequencing strategy and an ana-
lytical pipeline designed for the detection of low-abundance muta-
tions to screen plasma samples of 437 pancreatic cancer cases, 141
chronic pancreatitis subjects, and 394 healthy controls. We detected
mutations in 21¢1% (N = 92) of cases, of whom 82 (89¢1%) carried at
least one mutation at hotspot codons 12, 13 or 61 [13]. The remaining
cfDNA samples were kept frozen at �20 °C for 2 years. We selected
pancreatic cancer cases positive for KRAS codon 12 mutation in their
plasma samples and for which sufficient amount of cfDNA was avail-
able after the first deep-sequencing screening to perform the ultra-
deep sequencing of 4 independent amplicons (N = 40 out of the 74
pancreatic cancer patients in the original study). The proportion of
cases carrying a codon 12 mutation stratified by recruitment centre,
tumour histology types, stages and mutation types was not different
between the initial and current study (appendix p1).

2.2. Sample processing and cfDNA KRASmutation detection by ultra-
deep sequencing

Collection and processing of peripheral blood from patients as
well as cfDNA isolation and quantification are described in the initial
case-control study [13]. Primers in the original study were designed
to amplify partial KRAS exon 2 spanning codon 12 so that the ampli-
con size is 79 bp. For this study, we designed three additional ampli-
cons of 57 bp, 167 bp and 218 bp so that shorter sizes overlap the
sequence of amplicons of larger sizes (appendix p2). Fragment sizes
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were defined so that it allows the intra- and inter-subject mutational
load comparisons of smaller (57 bp, 79 bp) and larger (218 bp) frag-
ment sizes to the averaged reported normal cfDNA size (167 bp).

Independent PCR amplifications using same experimental condi-
tions were performed using 2 ng of cfDNA and barcoded libraries
were prepared as previously described [13]. Emulsion amplification
was performed on the Ion OneTouch 2 system using 7 mL of 100 pM
library and the Ion PI Hi-Q OT2 200 Kit (Thermoscience Fisher). The
sequencing reaction was performed on an Ion Proton System (Ther-
moscience Fisher) using Life Technologies’ Ion PITM Chip Kit v3 and
Ion PITM Hi-QTM Sequencing 200 Kit (Thermoscience Fisher), accord-
ing to the manufacturer's instructions.

2.3. Bioinformatics and statistical analyses

BAM files were generated by the Ion Torrent Proton server using
default parameters (the Torrent Suite v5.8.0) and reads were mapped
to the human hg19 genome using targeting sequencing default
parameters for Ion PITM Chip (ion_P10.1.17_tagSeq). Reads with map-
ping and base quality <20 were excluded from subsequent analyses.

We analysed the association between allelic fraction of KRAS
mutant and length of the amplicon by applying a mixed-effects nega-
tive binomial regression, with the number of mutated reads for each
amplicon as the response variable and the total number of corre-
sponding reads as the offset variable. Number of reads were included
in the models as integer (count) variables. To take into account the
repeated measures per subject, e.g. the measures obtained for each of
the four evaluated amplicon size, we used a random intercept for
each subject, with the total number of reads used as offset. We pro-
vided rate ratio estimates and their 95% confidence intervals for the
larger three amplicon sizes using the smallest amplicons as the refer-
ence. Overall p-values for the effect of amplicon size were calculated
using the Wald test. Results were stratified by levels of allelic frac-
tions detected using the 57 bp amplicon as the reference.

We used Needlestack, a variant caller algorithm suitable for the
detection and quantification of low-abundance mutations [13,16,17]
in multiple samples. In addition to the sample set, we sequenced 20
cfDNA samples from controls and selected to be negative after Needle-
stack analysis in the initial study to provide sufficient power to the
negative binomial regression. We calculated for each sample a p-value
for being a variant (outlier from the regression) that we further trans-
formed into q-values to account for multiple testing. q-values are
reported in Phred scale Q =�10 log10 (QVAL), and we used a threshold
of Q> 30 to call variants, such as applied in the original study.

The Fisher exact test was used to evaluate whether the KRAS
amplicon size was correlated with the ability to detect KRASmutation
in plasma DNA of pancreatic cancer cases.

3. Results

Forty pancreatic cancer cases positive for KRAS codon 12 muta-
tions in their plasma DNA following Ion Torrent PGM 79-bp amplicon
based sequencing [13] were selected to investigate whether the
amplicon size may influence the ability to detect cfDNA KRAS muta-
tions, which in turn may inform on the relative proportion of ctDNA
and normal cfDNA in blood of cancer patients. The study was
designed with the intent to explore whether smaller size amplicons,
which could amplify any cfDNA fragments of the size or longer than
the amplicons tested, would generate higher or lower KRAS mutant
allelic fraction readout than the longer ones. Four amplicons were
amplified from the same plasma DNA sample for ultra-deep sequenc-
ing and Needlestack variant calling (c.34 G>C, p.G12R; c.35 G>T,
p.G12V; c.35 G>A, p.G12D). The sizes of amplicons 57 bp, 79 bp,
167 bp and 218 bp were selected for comparison of short, ultra-short
DNA fragments lengths to the reported the most prominent peak size
of cell-free DNA (166 bp) and larger fragments.
Needlestack analysis was conducted independently for each
amplicon and for each nucleotide change. Methodogically, we previ-
ously showed that our amplicon-based deep sequencing approach of
minimal amount of plasma cfDNA (2 ng) combined the Needlestack
210 analysis could detect KRAS p.G12V mutation down to a minor
allele frequency of 0¢2% at a Phred scale q-value above 30 (QVAL>30)
and a read depth of approximately 2500 reads [13]. It therefore rep-
resents a reliable alternative to methods established to minimize
sequencing errors such as attaching unique molecule identifiers
(UMI) to DNA. In this study, similarly samples with QVAL>30 were
considered as outliers of the regression and therefore mutated
(appendix p3). We first verified that the detection capacity of KRAS
mutations was not altered by the between-amplicon variability of
sequencing error rates for the three considered mutation types
(appendix p3) or of sequencing read depth (appendix p4). Robust
estimation of averaged sequencing error rates for each amplicon and
for each nucleotide change were found to be low (in the range of
10�5 for c.34G>C, and 10�4 c.35G>A and c.35G>T error rates) and
consistent across amplicons for the same mutation (appendix p3),
indicating that various DNA fragments length sequenced have a mini-
mal impact on technical sequencing variability. The average read
depth and standard deviation were 48 392 (2043), 39 062 (12 836),
35 097 (14 592), and 21 507 (12 222) for 57 bp, 79 bp, 167 bp and
218 bp amplicon sizes, respectively. To check for the influence of
sequencing depth on the robustness of KRAS mutation detection
threshold, our set of sequencing data was used to predict the theoret-
ical lowest AFs that could be detected for the three mutation types
and four evaluated amplicons according to increasing sequencing
depth and different fixed QVALs of 10, 30, 50, 70 and 100 (appendix
p4). Within-amplicon prediction plots are almost stackable for the
four amplicons and the minimal detectable AFs are minimally influ-
enced by sequencing depth higher than 15 000X. Considering the
high average sequencing read depth obtained for the evaluated
plasma DNA series, the minimal within-sample variability in
sequencing depth should not hamper the robustness of low AF muta-
tion detection. Table 1 provides the list of mutations initially reported
and their detected MAF for various sizes of KRAS amplicons in the
current experiments. To investigate whether there were significant
differences in allelic fractions of KRAS mutated DNA for different
lengths of amplicons as suggested by Fig. 1, we used a mixed negative
binomial regression model on all data of the 40 cases (overall read
depth and alternative mutated reads). Rate ratios and 95% confidence
intervals were calculated for the 57 bp, 79 bp, and 167 bp amplicons
with the largest, 218bp-amplicon used as reference (Table 2). Com-
pared with the 218bp-amplicon, detected MAFs were 1¢8-fold higher
(95%CI: 1¢0�3¢0) with the 167bp-amplicon, 4¢1-fold higher (95%CI:
2¢3�7¢3) with the 79bp-amplicon, and 4¢6-fold higher (95%CI:
2¢6�8¢1) with the 57-bp amplicon, indicating that KRAS mutations
are more likely to be carried by shorter cfDNA fragments than the
fragments of wild-type allele. However, there was no statistical dif-
ference between the two smallest amplicons (p = 0¢67). The rate ratio
estimates tended to increase slightly when focusing the analysis on
MAFs<20%, with a 6¢1-fold difference (95% CI: 3¢1�11¢9) but
remained stable when restricting the analysis to MAFs<10% and <5%
(Table 2). This suggests that pancreatic cancer patients with MAF
KRAS mutated DNA in their plasma lower than 20% carry more frag-
mented ctDNA relative to wild-type cfDNA, compared to those high
fractions of tumour DNA. When stratifying by tumour stages, we
observed similar increases in KRAS MAFs with smaller amplicon sizes
as compared to non-stratified cases, suggesting that ctDNA of
regional and systemic pancreatic cancer cases may undergo similar
mechanisms of cleavage. MAFs obtained from Ion Torrent Proton
data for the 79 bp amplicon and MAFs from the previous study using
the same amplicon were consistent (r2 = 0¢9783) (appendix pp.5�6).
Applying a threshold of QVAL>30, KRAS mutations were identified in
35 of 40 cases in at least one of the four KRAS amplicons tested



Table 1
KRAS Mutant Allelic fractions according to amplicon size in plasma cfDNA of pancre-
atic cancer cases.

Sample ID KRASmutation Amplicon size

57bp 79bp 167bp 218bp
MAF (%) MAF (%) MAF (%) MAF (%)

CA80 c.35G>A; p.G12D 66¢66 75¢53 68¢49 61¢38
CA79 c.34G>C; p.G12R 58¢32 65¢76 27¢12 70¢78
CA73 c.35G>T; p.G12V 44¢95 28¢57 13¢79 2¢51
CA77 c.35G>T; p.G12V 38¢36 27¢28 21¢39 30¢69
CA75 c.34G>C; p.G12R 30¢49 � 10¢51 7¢27
CA93 c.35G>T; p.G12V 30¢46 28¢09 25¢07 15¢64
CA74 c.35G>A; p.G12D 16¢26 18¢87 12¢16 11¢35
CA66 c.35G>T; p.G12V 13¢58 11¢52 0¢01 0¢00
CA68 c.35G>T; p.G12V 12¢98 8¢86 3¢65 2¢43
CA70 c.35G>A; p.G12D 12¢19 13¢39 5¢25 3¢35
CA49 c.35G>A; p.G12D 11¢39 2¢35 0¢47 0¢22
CA71 c.34G>C; p.G12R 10¢40 11¢69 12¢03 7¢00
CA50 c.35G>T; p.G12V 7¢36 4¢74 1¢92 0¢64
CA72 c.35G>A; p.G12D 7¢26 10¢66 4¢03 0¢03
CA57 c.35G>T; p.G12V 5¢76 2¢77 1¢65 2¢30
CA55 c.35G>T; p.G12V 3¢86 4¢28 6¢22 2¢17
CA61 c.35G>A; p.G12D 3¢58 6¢50 1¢49 �
CA45 c.35G>T; p.G12V 2¢26 2¢81 2¢41 1¢78
CA43 c.35G>T; p.G12V 1¢90 2¢21 0¢40 0¢04
CA24 c.35G>T; p.G12V 1¢83 0¢39 1¢29 0¢36
CA44 c.35G>A; p.G12D 1¢73 2¢33 4¢49 6¢74
CA46 c.35G>T; p.G12V 1¢50 2¢13 0¢47 �
CA58 c.35G>A; p.G12D 1¢15 1¢36 1¢16 0¢01
CA17 c.35G>T; p.G12V 1¢13 1¢30 0¢02 0¢03
CA28 c.35G>T; p.G12V 0¢95 0¢44 0¢02 0¢00
CA39 c.35G>A; p.G12D 0¢82 2¢94 0¢54 0¢59
CA19 c.35G>T; p.G12V 0¢60 0¢19 0¢00 0¢01
CA26 c.34G>C; p.G12R 0¢54 0¢48 0¢00 0¢00
CA31 c.35G>T; p.G12V 0¢43 0¢03 0¢01 0¢03
CA38 c.35G>A; p.G12D 0¢41 2¢25 0¢59 0¢61
CA25 c.35G>A; p.G12D 0¢34 0¢87 0¢24 0¢01
CA34 c.35G>A; p.G12D 0¢24 1¢05 0¢45 �
CA22 c.34G>C; p.G12R 0¢20 0¢01 0¢01 0¢00
CA29 c.34G>C; p.G12R 0¢01 3¢78 0¢00 0¢00
CA16 c.35G>T; p.G12V 0¢02 0¢91 4¢91 0¢15
CA27 c.35G>A; p.G12D 0¢06 0¢05 0¢07 0¢11
CA11 c.34G>C; p.G12R 0¢00 0¢01 0¢01 0¢01
CA21 c.35G>T; p.G12V 0¢02 0¢02 0¢04 0¢02
CA15 c.34G>C; p.G12R 0¢00 0¢00 0¢00 0¢00
CA13 c.34G>C; p.G12R 0¢00 0¢00 0¢00 0¢00

No data: Bold Italic: KRASmutation not detected, e.g. samples not outliers of the Nee-
dlestack regression at QVAL<30.
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(Table 1). The low AF KRAS mutations (between 0¢2% and 0¢4%) previ-
ously detected in five samples (CA27, CA11, CA21, CA15, CA13) in the
original study where the read depth was lower were not detected at
QVAL>30.

The sequencing data of the 35 cfDNA KRASmutation positive sam-
ples were used to estimate the capacity of targeted NGS-based detec-
tion of cfDNA KRAS mutations according to amplicon size (Fig. 2). The
proportion of detected pancreatic cancer cases using the 57 bp or
79 bp KRAS amplicon in cfDNA plasma samples was comparable
(94¢2% and (94¢1% respectively) but statistically higher than the pro-
portion of subjects detected with the longer amplicons of 218 bp
(59¢6%; p < 0¢001), indicating that targeting short amplicon is key to
increase the sensitivity of cfDNA assays.

Finally, we classified samples based on their MAF patterns using
the level of difference in MAF between 57 bp and 218 bp amplicons in
samples carrying a KRAS mutation in at least one amplicon (N = 32).
The most prevalent pattern characterized by a minimum decreased
MAFs of 40% according to KRAS amplicon length was observed in 21
cases of 32 (65¢6%) (Fig. 3) ranging from 43¢9% (CA55) to more than
99¢9% (CA66) indicating that shorter forms of tumour-derived cfDNA
(ctDNA) are likely to be the results of specific nucleosome-wrapping
and cleavage mechanisms that are different to the mechanisms pro-
ducing cfDNA originating from hematopoietic cell death. An opposite
pattern as compared to the most prevalent one, e.g. displaying a pro-
gressive increase in MAF with amplicon length was observed in one
patient (CA44), suggesting that, in some rare cases of pancreatic cancer
with particular physio-pathological states, wild-type fragments
released in the blood stream (from the tumour or from the micro-envi-
ronment of the tumour) may be more prone to fragmentation than
mutated ctDNA. We can not exclude that longer mutated tumour frag-
ments may be preferentially released in the blood circulation but our
assay was not designed to assess this parameter, as amplicons of small
sizes should amplify all cfDNA fragments of equal or larger sizes than
the amplicons. Finally, while there was no statistical difference overall
between KRAS mutant allelic fractions of the 57-bp and 79-bp ampli-
cons, we observed 11 samples (CA73, CA77, CA68, CA49, CA50, CA57,
CA24, CA28, CA19, CA31 and CA22) with substantial decreased MAF
(Table 1) ranging from 28¢9% to 95¢0%, demonstrating that ultra-short
ctDNA of fragment sizes, between 57 bp and 79 bp, do exist in some
pancreatic cancer patients.

4. Discussion

Our study was designed to assess the impact of four amplicon
sizes on the KRAS codon 12 mutation detection using 40 reported
mutated plasma samples of pancreatic cancer cases [13] and ultra-
deep sequencing. We aimed to explore whether smaller size ampli-
cons (<80 bp), which are generally below what is generally used by
316 many NGS-based cfDNA assays, would generate higher KRAS
mutant allelic fraction readout than the longer ones, with the intent
to provide inference of the cfDNA and ctDNA size profiles and of sen-
sitivity of ctDNA assays. We showed that the ability to detect KRAS
mutations in positive cfDNA samples is hampered with increased
sizes of KRAS amplicons (167 bp and 218 bp), the latter being signifi-
cantly correlated with substantial decrease of MAFs. Altogether, our
results highlight that ctDNA originating from pancreatic tumours and
carrying tumour-derived alterations are significantly shorter than
non-malignant cfDNA fragments, supporting previous studies report-
ing similar findings in human plasma samples of melanoma, lung
cancer and hepatocellular carcinoma patients and in human cancer
xenografts models [7�10,18] and more recently in plasma samples of
pancreatic cancer patients [12].

Our observation that targeting shorter cfDNA fragments
(<167 bp) with the 57 bp and 79 bp assay substantially increased the
cancer-associated MAF is in agreement with previous work reporting
that ctDNA from xenograft model display a principal fragment length
at 134�144 bp and an animal cell-free DNA at 167 bp [10]. We also
report the existence of ctDNA fragments sizes between 57 bp and
79 bp in some cases with pancreatic regional or systemic tumour
stages. Interestingly, Liu and colleagues recently reported that short-
ened ctDNA fragments of this size range were more preferably found
in patients with early-stage pancreatic tumours rather than in
patients with more advanced stages [12]. Such understudied forms of
ultra-short human cell-free DNA originating from mitochondrial and
short nuclear genomic cfDNA have been also recently uncovered in
plasma of lung transplants recipients (<100 bp) [5]. Our results also
corroborate that it exists a specific ctDNA cleavage mechanism,
which is different to the shortening process applied to normal cell-
free DNA originating from hematopoietic cells and that seems to
reflect the nuclease-cleaved nucleosome activity [10]. Snyder et al.
described that the global nucleosome-associated DNA packing of
cell-free DNA so called ‘nucleosome footprint’ could infer cell types
contributing to cfDNA in cancer patients, suggesting that cleavage-
associated patterns are specific to the tissue where the cancer origi-
nated [3]. However, growing evidence supported by our results and
previous reports demonstrate that ctDNA shortening happens in
patients with many cancer types. To what extent the nucleosome-
associated cleavage pattern of blood ctDNA differs according to the
cancer tissues-of-origin and how it could influence mutation



Fig. 1. Violin plot of KRAS MAF in pancreatic cancer cases according to amplicon lengths. Grey dots: MAFs of cases with detected mutations after Needlestack analysis
(QVAL>30); red dots: Sequencing noise signal of cases with undetected mutations after Needlestack analysis (QVAL<30).

Table 2
Association between the amplicon length and the KRAS Mutant Allelic Fraction in
plasma cfDNA of pancreatic cancer cases.

KRAS amplicon
size

Rate
Ratio

RR 95% CI P-value

(bp)

Overall
All (N = 40) 218 ref �

167 1¢8 1¢0�3¢0
79 4¢1 2¢3�7¢3 <0¢0001
57 4¢6 2¢6�8¢1

KRAS mutant allelic fraction (MAF) for the 57 bp amplicon
MAF<20% (N = 34) 218 ref �

167 2¢2 1¢1�4¢0
79 65¢6 2¢9�10¢8 <0¢0001
57 6¢1 3¢1�11¢9

MAF<10% (N = 28) 218 ref �
167 2¢5 1¢2�5¢1
79 6¢1 2¢9�13¢2 <0¢0001
57 6¢0 2¢8�12¢8

MAF<5% (N = 25) 218 ref �
167 2¢5 1¢1�5¢5
79 6¢2 2¢6�14¢4 0¢0003
57 5¢8 2¢4�13¢7

Stages*
Regional (N = 8) 218 ref �

167 2¢2 0¢8�5¢5
79 4¢8 1¢9�12¢5 0¢0018
57 4¢5 1¢7�11¢7

Systemic (N = 21) 218 ref �
167 1¢5 0¢7�3¢5
79 4¢2 1¢7�10¢4 0¢0005
57 4¢3 1¢8�10¢6

Unknown (N = 11) 218 ref �
167 1¢9 0¢7�4¢7
79 3¢1 1¢2�8¢2 0¢0060
57 4¢5 1¢7�12.27

* Stage grouping was defined as regional, and systemic cancers, based on TNM stag-
ing (AJCC 6th edition) when available, and estimation by the clinician when formal
TNM staging was not available or not complete.
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detection is not known. Similar cleavage patterns with a prominent
peak at 143 bp have been observed for cfDNA of placental origin in
contrast to the peak at 166 bp for the maternal cfDNA [19,20]. Similar
observations have been made for transplantation [21] and immune-
related disease [22], further supporting the idea that cleavage process
of cfDNA originating from non-hematopoietic cells in general is dif-
ferent to that of hematopoietic cells.

Our observation that the majority of pancreatic cancer cases carry
KRASmutations in small fragments of cfDNA are indicative of a prom-
inent role of apoptosis as mechanism of ctDNA release in the blood-
stream and consistent with results of previous studies [9,10]. Further,
the level of decreased MAF with increased amplicon length may
reflect the level of contribution of the tumour apoptotic process to
the release of short, fragmented ctDNA molecules. However, Jiang et
al. reported using copy number analysis by paired-end sequencing
that HCC patients with low fraction of tumour DNA in plasma had
373 an overrepresentation of larger-size fragments, which is difficult
to reconcile with our findings where we observed an over represen-
tation of fragmented ctDNA in patients with low AF KRAS mutated
DNA in their plasma as compared to patients with high fractions of
total tumour DNA in their plasma samples. While our assay is not
designed to evaluate the contribution of larger fragments to the
ctDNA load, we could speculate that in a minor fraction of pancreatic
cancer patients, the less pronounced decreased allelic fraction may
reflect the almost equal release of short and long mutated and wild-
type cfDNA fragments which could in turn may be the result of con-
comitant apoptotic and necrotic processes, such as already reported
in pancreatic cancer patients [11]. More recently, double stranded
genomic DNA spanning all chromosomes with mutated TP53 and
KRAS DNA in serum exosomes of pancreatic cancer patients [23] have
been described and active secretion of tumour-derived exosomes
into the bloodstream can be an additional explanation of the pres-
ence of long fragments in addition to the necrotic process. Our results
indicate however that the generation of long ctDNA plasma mole-
cules is a minority event as compared to DNA fragmented patterns.



Fig. 2. Capacity of targeted ultra-deep sequencing detection of cfDNA KRAS mutations according to amplicon lengths in cell free DNA samples of pancreatic cancer cases.
Dark Grey: cases with detected mutation; Light grey: Cases with undetected mutation; dotted line: Missing data. The proportions of detected mutant samples were compared
between each amplicon size with the Fisher exact test. Two-tailed p-values<0¢05 are shown.

Fig. 3. Mutant Allelic Frequency pattern of the majority of pancreatic cancer cases according to amplicon lengths. Log (MAF+1) of samples carrying a KRASmutation in at least
one amplicon and with a level of decreased MAF between 57 bp and 218 bp amplicons > 40% (N = 21).
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Regardless of the mechanisms involved in the generation of circula-
tion DNA in the bloodstream, we proved that targeting short KRAS
amplicons (57 bp or 79 bp) significantly improved NGS-based KRAS
mutation detection by enriching the cfDNA MAF in pancreatic cancer
patients, confirming similar results obtained with alternative
approaches such as KRAS short amplicons (85 bp versus 120 bp)
qPCR-based assay in a series of KRAS mutated colorectal patients [24]
and single-strand library preparation combined with deep-sequenc-
ing in a series of pancreatic cancer patients [12]. Alternative methods
for enrichment of small circulating DNA fragments (<150 bp) over
cfDNA have been reported to improve sensitivity in detecting circu-
lating genetic alterations. In vitro size selection methods based on gel
extraction platforms demonstrated improved detection of tumour-
derived mutations of more than 2-fold [25,26] and magnetic beads-
based methods showed improved detection of cfDNA of placental ori-
gin in prenatal non-invasive assay [27]. More recently, an innovative
enrichment approach associating ion-tagged oligonucleotides to
magnetic ionic solvents managed to pre-concentrate KRAS mutated
fragments in plasma samples and could be applied towards ctDNA
extraction [28]. Appropriate assay designs allowing for enrichment of
short tumour-derived fragments over other longer non-malignant
DNA fragments should be evaluated in large case-controls series to
evaluate whether a significant increased clinical sensitivity in liquid
biopsy-based cancer detection could be expected.

One limitation of our study is that we selected cfDNA KRAS
mutated samples based on their positivity using the 79 bp assay to
get insight into mechanisms of release of ctDNA into the blood
stream. While there was no statistical difference in MAF of ctDNA
between 57-bp and 79-bp assays overall in pre-selected 79-bp
mutated cases, it would be interesting to screen negative cases for
79-bp assays with enough remaining cfDNA with the 57bp-assay to
assess whether an improved clinical sensitivity of KRAS circulating
mutations in detecting pancreatic cancer (>21%) could be reached.
This was suggested by Liu et al. who reported a detection rate of 70%
of 112 pancreatic cancer cases with the detection of KRAS muta-
tion in plasma samples using single-strand library preparation
combined with deep-sequencing [12]. Another limitation of our
study is the 2-year storage of cfDNA samples at �20°C between
the initial Ion Torrent PGM-based and second Proton-based
screening and about 10 times increased sequencing coverage
using the Ion Torrent Proton. One can not exclude that the
absence of confirmation of the 5 low-level mutated cases samples
originates from false positive calls in the initial screening or more
likely from false negatives calls due to a preferential degradation
of low-level ultra-short ctDNA fragments over time during stor-
age or random sampling of low-level ctDNA with absence of
mutated molecules in the proton screening. The latter two
hypothesis are further supported in those cases by the confirma-
tion of KRAS mutations in two additional cases at only 57 bp and
by the fact that 11/16 cases with 79-bp MAF<1% in the initial
study have lower MAFs or undetectable KRAS mutations using
the 79bp-assay in the current study. However, overall there was
a good concordance between the MAFs obtained from the 79 bp
amplicons using the 2 NGS instruments (r2 = 0¢9783) and the
degradation of ctDNA overtime was not seen in 18/23 cases with
MAFs>1% (appendix pp. 5�6). Overall, those limitations do not
alter the relevance of our results regarding the generation of
ultra-short ctDNA molecules in the majority of pancreatic cancer
cases for which the application of appropriate assay designs bet-
ter discriminating ctDNA over non-malignant cfDNA in general
should lead to higher diagnostic value of blood-based liquid
biopsies.
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